Changes in behavior-related neuronal activity in the striatum during learning
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The involvement of the striatum in numerous forms of learning and memory is likely to be based on changes in neuronal activity when specific behavioral tasks are being learned. Striatal neurons show distinctive changes when animals learn the significance of stimuli that predict rewards and induce the preparation of movements. These changes resemble some of the simultaneous, learning-related changes in closely associated areas of the frontal cortex. The striatal changes might assist in adapting existing reward expectations and behaviors to novel or changing environmental conditions and they could contribute to the functions of the basal ganglia in learning, reward expectation and movement preparation.

The mammalian striatum (i.e. the caudate nucleus, putamen and ventral striatum, including nucleus accumbens) is an important brain structure involved in controlling behavioral output. It is closely associated, through multiple convergent and partly closed loops, with all areas of the cerebral cortex. Despite 30 years of intense research and numerous suggestions, still no unifying concept of striatal function has been accepted. The lateral putamen is activated during movements, and parkinsonian patients with dopamine deficiencies in the putamen have severe deficits in motor activity. The rostral caudate nucleus and putamen have prominent connections with most areas of the association cortex (‘associational striatum’). Many parts of the striatum, including the ventral striatum (nucleus accumbens), are involved in reward processing. Synaptic connections in the striatum show use-dependent plasticity [1], suggesting involvement in various forms of learning and memory, such as procedural learning, sensorimotor and skill learning [2,3], habit learning [4,5], goal-directed-instrumental and reward-association learning [6], and emotional learning [7]. Without attempting to resolve all mysteries of striatal function, this review describes (referring primarily to the monkey striatum) how neuronal activity changes in the striatum during learning of behavioral tasks and how these changes compare with those in the frontal cortex.

Learning as a change in predictions
Many learning forms involve setting up predictions, and the progress of learning depends on reducing the difference between the predicted and actual occurrence of events. Using predictions for anticipating the future appears to be how many parts of the brain work. Whereas sensory systems use information received from the outside world through specific organs, brain structures involved in organizing behavioral outputs need to predict to some extent what will happen in the future. Incorporated in these predictions is often a representation of how the action of the organism will influence the world to reach the goal of behavior. The organism thus economizes by not processing all incoming information, instead making predictions and focusing processing on deviations from the predictions.

Learning is manifested as a reproducible change of behavior in identical situations. It can be viewed as a change in predictions of outcomes (e.g. reward, punishment, behavioral reactions, external stimuli or internal states). Outcomes that are different from the prediction modify behavior in a direction that reduces the discrepancy between the outcome and its prediction until the outcome and prediction match. This concept applies to classical (Pavlovian) conditioning, in which learning consists of changing the prediction until it matches the outcome and behavioral changes are consequential to the prediction change [8,9]. In instrumental (operant) conditioning, the behavioral action is performed with some prediction of outcome. Learning consists in changing the behavior until the outcome matches the prediction. Thus, setting up and modifying predictions are essential for basic neuronal functioning and for adapting behavior to the requirements of the organism.

Responses to stimuli
Discriminative visual and auditory stimuli inform animals on how and when to react and which rewards to expect. The behavioral and motivational significances of the stimuli are learned over several weeks and months and are stored in long-term memory. Neurons in the striatum and frontal cortex show phasic responses to these stimuli (Fig. 1a), thus discriminating spatial movement targets [10], sensory object properties [11,12] and types of reward [13,14].

Acquisition of responses
The typical movement-instructing and reward-predicting responses in the striatum are acquired through repeated experience of the reward and the movement necessary for
obtaining it. Through learning, neurons in the rat sensorimotor striatum become activated at the start and finish of T-maze performance through learning [15]. The depressant, discriminatory responses of tonically active striatal interneurons (TANs) to reward-predicting auditory stimuli are rare before learning but they become substantial following 15 min of repeated pairing with liquid [16]. Behavioral extinction greatly reduces the response within 10 min. Acquisition and expression of this neuronal response to reward-predicting stimuli are abolished by interference with dopamine neurotransmission [17]. Responses are reinstated by systemic administration of the dopamine agonist apomorphine. During repeated learning (Box 1), the slowly firing striatal neurons develop activating responses to movement-instructing and reward-predicting stimuli during individual learning episodes [18]. Thus, the acquisition of discriminatory responses in the striatum reflects the learning of appropriate behavioral responses.

**Box 1. A controlled learning paradigm**

Rather than studying the learning of a new task from scratch, it is possible to train animals to learn single task components at a time. The learning of hundreds of novel stimuli results in a learning set in which learning occurs rapidly. Activity from the same striatal neuron is studied during an entire learning episode and compared with performance using familiar instructions.

The animal is first trained in a behavioral task that tests some of the functions of the brain structure under study (Fig. la). Striatal neurons show differential activations during individual components of the task (Fig. lb). Most neuronal activations depend on reward and are absent in predictably unrewarded trials. When novel instruction pictures are introduced, learning occurs largely within the first 5–10 trials (Fig. lc).

In familiar trials, the initial instruction allows the animal to prepare the behavioral reaction and predicts the reward. With stimuli that are novel and based on the pre-learned task context, animals show behavioral signs of reward expectation in all initial movement trials and subsequently adapt the expectations according to rewarded versus unrewarded movements. This procedure resembles everyday situations in which only a minimum of new information is learned and most other expectations remain valid or are only slightly altered.

**Transient changes during learning**

Single neurons can be studied over entire learning episodes in learning-set paradigms (Box 1) [18–21]. Approximately 20% of task-related, slowly firing neurons in the rostral striatum show transient responses during the learning of novel instruction or movement-triggering stimuli (Fig. 2) [18]. Neurons in the tail of the caudate nucleus show stronger visual responses to novel stimuli than to well learned ones [22]. Responses can occur also in additional trial types during initial learning, suggesting a
transient loss of selectivity during learning. The transient activations might reflect the storage of the specific significances of the stimuli in the memory.

Comparison with frontal cortex

Neurons in several areas of the frontal cortex acquire discriminatory responses to movement-instructing and reward-predicting visual, auditory and olfactory stimuli during learning of novel direct or delayed response tasks, with the proportions of responding neurons being comparable with those in the striatum [23–25]. The responses engage progressively greater proportions of neurons during initial learning, consolidation and established performance [23]. In delay tasks comprising repeated learning episodes, frontal cortical neurons fail to respond to novel stimuli but acquire discriminatory responses to a similar extent to that seen in the striatum [19–21,26,27]. In some cases, neuronal responses initially occur indiscriminately to all novel stimuli but differentiate as learning advances [21,28]. During behavioral reversal, frontal cortical neurons show rapid loss of responses to previously learned stimuli and rapid acquisition of specific responses to the alternate stimuli, closely corresponding with behavioral changes [25,26,29]. Some of the neuronal changes during learning and reversal preceed slightly the changes in behavior [25,28] and could, thus, be involved in modifying the neural processing that underlies the changed behavior.

The transient neuronal activations during learning occur also in frontal cortical neurons (‘learning-selective changes’) [18,20,27]. Compared with the striatum, they are twice as frequent in the orbitofrontal cortex [21] but much less frequent in the supplementary and frontal eye fields [20,27], suggesting higher plasticity in orbitofrontal cortex than in more movement-related cortical areas. Changes last usually for more learning trials in the orbitofrontal cortex and supplementary eye field, if learning speed and tasks are comparable.

Anticipatory activity

The presentation of a learned stimulus can lead to recall of its behavioral and motivational significance from long-term memory. The stimulus can be stored in working memory (‘remember what just happened’) and can induce short-term preparations of behavioral actions (‘remember what to do’). For example, the behavioral significance of a movement-instructing stimulus is stored in long-term memory and its present occurrence is kept in working memory while the movement is being prepared and executed. Likewise, a reward-predicting stimulus can induce an expectation of the future reward. Expectation and preparation have common anticipatory components, as they precede rather than follow predictable events, but they refer to different predictable events (stimuli and rewards versus action) and, thus, occur on different occasions in discriminating behavioral tasks.

The prospective (forward in time) expectation and preparation processes differ schematically from retrospective (backward in time) working memory processes, which concern the previous event and do not require predictive coding (although they are somewhat entangled and could be considered common constituents of working memory) [30]. Neurons in the striatum and
A specific region of the brain, the frontal cortex, is activated differently and specifically during the retrospective encoding, maintenance, and recall of working memory [10–12] (Fig. 1b) and during the prospective preparation of movement and expectation of reward [13,14,31–37] (Fig. 1c).

Acquisition of anticipatory activity

Anticipatory activity develops in some striatal neurons during initial learning trials, until the respective predictions of the novel stimuli have been sorted out by the animal [18] (Fig. 3). This learning change occurs with activities related to the preparation of movement or expectation of reward. The neurons apparently require a learned stimulus to evoke the anticipatory activity.

Adaptation of anticipatory activity

In learning-set paradigms, the existing task structure is maintained and only the novel stimuli are learned (Box 1). This constancy allows the animal to maintain some basic expectations about the different task events and simply map them onto the novel stimuli. Behavioral reactions to novel stimuli reveal that animals expect reward by default and differentially attribute the existing expectations to the novel stimuli [18].

Fig. 3. Acquisition of differential movement-preparatory activity during learning. This caudate neuron showed substantial movement-preparatory activity in familiar movement trials (top). Familiar and learning trials (bottom) were run in separate trial blocks but movement and non-movement trials alternated semi-randomly and have been separated for analysis. Trials are plotted chronologically from top to bottom in each raster. Reproduced, with permission, from Ref. [18], © (1998) The American Physiological Society.

Fig. 4. Adaptation of existing reward expectation during learning. During familiar performance (top), this caudate neuron showed a sustained response to the initial instruction cue in rewarded movement trials and a transient response in non-movement trials (not shown). During learning (bottom), the sustained response occurred initially also in unrewarded movement trials, which the animal performed as if it expected reward (the reward expectation is evidenced when the animal returned its hand to the resting key earlier in rewarded movements than in unrewarded movement trials ‘return to key’). The sustained response disappeared when movement parameters became typical for unrewarded movements (arrows to the right). Trials are plotted chronologically from top to bottom in each raster. Reproduced, with permission, from Ref. [18], © (1998) The American Physiological Society.
The adaptation of existing anticipatory neuronal activity occurs together with the behavioral adaptations [18]. Striatal neurons show reward-expectation-related activations during all initial movement trials and these become restricted to rewarded as opposed to unrewarded movements concurrent with, or slightly earlier than, the shift in behavioral indices of expectation (Fig. 4). Similar shifts are seen with the movement preparatory activity that occurs whenever a movement is made and that differentiates once the instructions have been learned (Fig. 5). Striatal neurons show preparatory activity also in erroneous non-movement trials, indicating that the activity reflects the future behavioral reaction and not the (yet unknown) instruction. Thus, the anticipatory activities reflect the expected reward (even if it is incorrectly expected) or the actually prepared movement (even if it goes wrong). These activities appear to be specified in content by the task context and evoked in time by the phasic stimuli.

Comparison with frontal cortex
Direction-specific movement preparatory activity develops during initial learning trials in premotor and oculomotor frontal areas ('learning-dependent changes') [19,20,27], leading to increasingly specific directionally preparatory activity [38] and increasingly accurate and substantial population vectors [39]. In other neurons, movement preparatory activity occurs only transiently during a few initial learning trials ('learning-selective changes') [20]. These changes in activity reveal a neuronal correlate for the particular role of premotor areas in conditional stimulus–response associations and resemble some of the changes seen in the striatum. Neurons in several frontal areas show similar adaptations of existing movement-preparatory and reward-expectation activity to those in striatal neurons in comparable learning tasks [19–21,27,40], although their incidence is lower than in the striatum.

Motor activity
One of the classical functions of the striatum is related to the preparation and execution of movements. This activity comprises all changes in neuronal activity that are closely related in time to movements.

Changes during learning
Some neurons in the rostral striatum show preferential movement-related activations while monkeys learn novel movement sequences as an example of procedural motor learning [41]. The activations decrease after the immediate learning phase. By contrast, neurons in the sensorimotor putamen are preferentially activated with learned sequences, suggesting an intra-striatal distribution of activities related to novel versus established performance that is not noticed with other learning changes. In an experiment using single movements, more than half of striatal neurons are activated only when a reward, compared with no reward, is expected. In learning sets, these neurons show also movement-related activations during unrewarded trials, until the differential reward predictions of the novel instruction stimuli become established [18].

Comparison with frontal cortex
Comparable dissociations of movement-sequence learning are found in the supplementary motor area (SMA). More neurons show activations with novel sequences in the pre-SMA than in the SMA proper [42]. In other experiments, neurons in the pre-SMA and SMA show relatively little activation with extensively over-trained simple key-press

Fig. 5. Adaptation of movement preparatory activity during learning. With familiar instructions, this caudate neuron showed a sustained instruction response only in rewarded movement trials and a transient response in non-movement trials. During learning, the sustained response increased slightly in movement trials (bottom left) and occurred also in erroneous non-movement trials in which a movement was performed (right). The response in correct non-movement trials resembled that in familiar trials. Trials are plotted chronologically from top to bottom in each raster. Reproduced, with permission, from Ref. [18], © (1998) The American Physiological Society.
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movements but they display more activation in animals that have had less training or after behavioral recovery from lesions of the primary motor cortex [43]. Movement-related activity of premotor neurons increases over successive stages of novel learning [23]. During repeated learning episodes, movement-related activity increases gradually in premotor neurons during each episode [19]. These data indicate a role of SMA, premotor and prefrontal neurons in learned movements rather than in control of simple muscle contractions.

**Long-term changes**

About one-third of task-related striatal neurons show long-term increases in task-related activity that outlast learning phases of 60–90 trials and, in some cases, have less selectivity than with familiar stimuli [18]. These changes might reflect consolidation processes of memory storage. The activity increases do not reflect differences in visual stimulus features, as they are reproducible across multiple sets of different visual stimuli and occur even with responses to stimuli that are identical in learning and familiar trials. However, the increases might be related to heightened attention during learning, compatible with the suggested role of attention in learning [9]. The novel instruction stimuli would induce a bottom-up form of attention, and the other task events would also be processed in a less automatic manner during learning.

Some striatal neurons show decreased activation outlasting the learning phase, which results in increased task selectivity [18]. Combinations of increases and decreases result in reorganization of task relationships, and some neurons show lesser responses to earlier trial events during learning and greater responses to later events [18]. After habit formation, striatal neurons show less movement-related activity and more responses to movement-initiating stimuli [15]. The decreased responses demonstrate a learning-induced, increased efficacy of neuronal processing, similar to that during visual learning [44].

**Comparison with frontal cortex**

Neurons in the orbitofrontal cortex show more long-term increases, decreases and reorganization of task-related activity and more changes in task selectivity than do those in the striatum, and their increases occur twice as often as decreases [18]. Neurons in supplementary and frontal eye fields show similar percentages of increases and decreases of activity as in the striatum ‘learning-static changes’) [27]. Similar to neurons in the striatum, those in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex show stronger responses to novel stimuli than to familiar ones [40]. They become more finely tuned and selective, and less vulnerable to degradation by noise through learning [44].

**Prediction errors**

The discrepancies between outcomes and their predictions are called ‘prediction errors’, in analogy to errors in behavioral performance. Only a few studies have tested the coding of prediction errors in the striatum. TANs respond more frequently to unpredicted rewards than to predicted ones or to movement-triggering stimuli, and they do not respond when rewards are omitted [45], suggesting coding of positive, but not negative, prediction errors. As they are local interneurons bridging striatal striosomes and matrix compartments [46], the TANs might use prediction-error signals to influence other neurons within the striatum.

**Synthesis and comments**

**Learning of predictions and expectations**

Striatal neurons acquire responses to stimuli with behavioral and motivational significance and are sometimes active during the acquisition process. The precise storage mechanisms are unknown, although it is possible, for example, that dopamine responses to unpredicted rewards induce the learning of neuronal responses to reward-related stimuli, on the basis of dopamine-dependent synaptic plasticity. Dopamine responses might also induce neuronal activities related to working memory, as suggested by the effects of dopamine agonists and antagonists on striatal and frontal neurons [56,57] and by simulations in neural network models [58,59]. Once the significances of stimuli are learned, stimulus occurrence would activate working memory and evoke expectations of future events.

The learning-set experiments demonstrate the presence of movement-preparatory and reward-expectation activity from the first learning trial onwards. Explicit information eliciting these activations cannot be derived from the novel instruction cues. In a different experiment, striatal neurons are also activated in advance of movements and reward, despite the absence of specific stimuli [60]. During learning, a novel stimulus can provide only a point in time for recalling the movement and reward significances from long-term memory of the task context. The memory might have been set up during learning of the basic task structure, possibly via reward-related responses of dopamine neurons. Thus, the movement-preparatory and reward-expectation activity in each initial learning episode can be evoked in time by the stimulus and in content by recall from long-term memory of the task context. As learning advances in each episode, the newly learned instruction would become sufficient to evoke the full information for short-term movement preparation and reward expectation. The activity changes during acute learning phases could reflect this change of evocation mechanisms.
Possible synaptic mechanisms
The transient increases in task-related activity might induce synaptic changes at striatal synapses, which could underlie both the learning of stimuli with behavioral and motivational significance and the adaptation of expectations to new contingencies. Increased cortical inputs to striatal neurons might lead to long-lasting synaptic changes, following a Hebbian learning mechanism with conjoint presynaptic and postsynaptic activity. Corticostriatal synapses show LTP or LTD [61,62]. The Hebbian learning mechanism might be supplemented by a three-factor Hebbian process, with a dedicated reward-predicting dopamine signal as determining factor [55]. Dopamine induces plasticity in the striatum and cortex [1,62–64], and interference with dopamine neurotransmission impairs the induction of long-term synaptic changes [61,63,65].
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